
230 LED Solar Lights Outdoor 260LM Waterproof Motion Sensor Security
Wall Lamp

RRP: $69.95

Introducing the Randy & Travis Multi-Purpose Solar-Powered LED

Illumination: Solar outdoor lighting, motion-sensing outdoor lights, solar-

powered motion-activated outdoor lights, outdoor floodlights, patio

illumination, house exterior lighting, yard lights, luces solares para

exteriores (solar lights for outdoors); providing security lighting for

pathways, patios, lawns, gardens, yards, and decorative purposes.

Our solar security lights harness the power of the sun during the day,

storing energy for nighttime use. They automatically activate at dusk and

deactivate at dawn, conserving energy, benefiting the environment, and

keeping your energy bills in check. Our solar security light features a PIR

motion detection function with two modes:

1. Motion Sensor Mode: The light activates at 100% brightness upon

detecting motion.

2. Dim Light Motion Sensor Mode: It starts with a dim, low-level light at

dusk, lasting for 8 hours, and then switches to full brightness upon

detecting motion.

This three-headed super-bright LED motion light boasts an IP65

waterproof rating, ensuring it can withstand outdoor elements such as

rain, sleet, or snow. Its innovative wide-angle design and intelligent

motion detection cover an impressive range, detecting movement within

16-26 feet and a 120-degree angle. The sensor is highly responsive,

eliminating any delay.

To cater to various lighting angles and areas, our solar motion sensor light

offers three adjustable heads, allowing you to customize its orientation

according to your needs. This flexibility enables it to illuminate an

expansive area, with a potential coverage of up to 800 square feet.

Specifications:Specifications:

Solar Panel: 1.5W, 5.5V
Lumen: 260lm
LED quantity: 230pcs
Rechargeable Battery: 3.7V
Waterproof Rate: IP65
Sensing Distance: 26.25-32.81ft
Sensor Angle:270°
Color Temperature: 6500K
Materials: ABS + PC

*Note: When you receive the 230 LED Solar Outdoor Motion Sensor

Security Light and it has low brightness, just put the lids solar panel in the

sun to charge. In order to improve the durability and lifespan of flood

lights, we designed an over-current protection for the motion sensor
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detector. When battery power is too low, the function of motion sensor

will be turned off automatically. If you encounter this situation, please

charge the solar lights under sufficient sunlight for about 5-6hours, and

then press the mode button to reactivate lighting function.
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